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THEATRE IN THE QUARTER 
 
Charity Registration No: 1129316 
Company Registration Number: 5697760 
Address for correspondence: 
Theatre in The Quarter 
27 Cambrian Road 
Chester 
CH1 4HT 
 
The Company address is: 
2 Vicars Lane 
Chester 
CH1 1QU 
www.theatreinthequarter.co.uk 
 
TRUSTEES AND DIRECTORS OF THE COMPANY 
N. Dykes 
V.J Griffiths Pearson 
John Fryett 
A.T Jones 
B.C. Pearson (Chairman) 
Sally Buttifant 
 
STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
 
Theatre in The Quarter is a charitable company limited by guarantee. It is governed by 
its Memorandum and Articles of Association. Its purpose, as set out in its governing 
documents is: 
“To promote, maintain, improve and advance education, particularly by the production of 
plays and the encouragement of the arts of drama, music, singing and dance.” 
The directors of the company are also the trustees of the charity. The Board meets 
several times a year to oversee the charity’s work. The day to day management of the 
company is carried out by the Artistic Director, with the close involvement of board 
members. Trustees are appointed by the agreement of a meeting of the existing 
trustees. In appointing new trustees, we look for individuals with the requisite skills to 
help develop and sustain our work. The chairman holds an induction meeting with new 
trustees to familiarize them with the charity’s aims, activities and procedures, and they 
are given a copy of the Charity Commission’s leaflet ‘The Essential Trustee.’ 
 
THE COMPANY’S WORK AND AIMS 
 
Theatre in the Quarter is a professional and community theatre company based in 
Chester. It commissions and stages original music drama which draws inspiration from 
the lives and experiences of the people of Chester and surrounding areas. Cast 
members include young people, adult members of the community and professional 
actors and musicians; the production team is always made up of professionals. 
Since the closing of the Gateway Theatre, Chester has been without a dedicated 
performance space. Consequently, we have had to pioneer the use of non-theatrical 
spaces for our productions. Although this adds significantly to the practical problems we 

face, it has had the happy result of obliging us to take our work to audiences, rather than   

them having to come to us. We have been very successful in this, mounting shows in 

churches, community centres, school and village halls around Chester, Cheshire and 

beyond. 

http://www.theatreinthequarter.co.uk/
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Through our productions and through creating formal and informal partnerships with 
other local groups and organisations (residents’ associations, schools, churches, 
University of Chester, etc.) we make a significant contribution to creating and sustaining 
community cohesion and sense of identity and to building social capital. We aim to 
provide opportunities for the development of cross-cultural and inter-generational 
understanding and community cohesion through live theatre, involving people who might 
otherwise be unlikely to become involved in the arts. We provide opportunities for 
exchanging and sharing skills, both technical and social, a development route stretching 
from children's theatre, through to professional performance. Thus, not only will children 
and young people be able to develop skills in all aspects of musical theatre up to 
professional standards, but opportunities will be available for professionals to develop 
skills in youth and community theatre. Our activities are reliant on grants and charges for 
our performances. In setting these charges, we seek to ensure that our performances 
are accessible to those on low incomes. In planning our work, the trustees have paid due 
regard to the Charity Commission’s guidance on public benefit, including the guidance on 
charging, in line with their duty under section 4 of the Charities Act 2006 
 

OUR WORK THIS YEAR 

The hostile funding environment in the arts continued to affect the company. Once 

again funding problems limited our activities and we we unable to mount our usual 

professional production this year. However, the young people’s and community 

engagement sides of our company continued to flourish. In April, TIQ’s artistic 

director once again directed the Chester City Passion [in partnership with Chester 

Mystery Plays and Churches Together in Chester], an open air event involving 

hundreds of local residents. Jigsaw and Quartz {our young people’s companies] 

devised and performed enthusiastically received productions – Rudolph the Red-

nosed Reindeer and Before a Fall [inspired by the myth of Icarus] respectively. 

Rewind, the young people’s group we run in Blacon in partnership with Avenue 

Services and Cheshire Dance, delivered two shows: The Olympic Torch and The 

Night Before Christmas. A week-long summer school for young people took place in 

the school holiday period.  In September we presented a pilot performance of For the 

Fallen, in commemoration the the Great War. Christmas concerts at St Mary’s 

Creative Space Involved students from many local schools. All this work honoured 

Theatre in the Quarter’s strong commitment to encouraging and enabling public 

participation in the arts. 

Much time was taken up during the year in drafting an application to Arts Council 

England for National Portfolio status, a bid which proved ultimately unsuccessful. 

 
FINANCE 
 
Reserves at the end of the financial year stood at £24,605.  In line with Arts Council 
England’s guidance, the trustees aim to develop a reserve equivalent to 3 months’ operating 
costs with a view to ensuring that the charity has a limited level of operating capital, 
principally to support cash flow. This would also allow the charity to invest in future product, 
for example commissioning a script for a new play, in advance of funding having been 
committed. 
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Brian Pearson 
Chairman 
Theatre in The Quarter 






































